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Fields Landing Harbor is for recreational use.The boat ramp is for trailerable fishing boats.
The surrounding setting is park like for day use.Large ships and large trucks would be totally
out of place and an assault to the setting here.
Fields Landing sits just one offramp from the National Wildlife Refuge where birdwatchers
come to see unusual and probably protected species of birds.
The Aleutian Geese use the Table Bluff portion of the refuge for their annual migration. They
fly in V shaped forms right over Fields Landing.
Fields Landing is in a tsunami zone.When there was the earthquake in Japan we were
evacuated.
We are in Triple Junction, a place very vulnerable to earth quakes..Many of these earthquakes
originate in the Bay.
The Fields Landing Harbor was promised as a recreational use area to the residents.when
Jimmy Smith was our supervisor..
This is a quiet residential area. The imposition of the intrusion of a commercial use will
destroy the character of our neighborhood.
What does the Coastal Commission have to say about this?
We are a delicate and very beautiful part of Humboldt County. A place unusual in the pristine
nature that survived even after the trees were taken from us.
Fields Landing Harbor was a whaling station. We wisely don't go after whales anymore. we
should wisely preserve the few unsoiled places we have left.
And what input has been sought from the Wiyot Tribe? I believe thsy have special rights to
this harbor. Humboldt COunty has finally acknowledged we owe a debt to these people.I
believe this land use change proposal is something that should be discussed with them.
I live here.You are planning to assult my neighborhood with large trucks to bring in equipment
no one wants. Why not us the freeway like everyone else? Or wouldn't that be allowed. This is
a bad precedent. Using the harbor to bypass the restrictions imposed on the use of the
highway. Fields Landing is as precious as redwood grove.
Please,you from out of our area, please respect the lifestyle we have chosen for ourselves.Our
boat ramp is not intended for the use you are taking forgranted.
Thank You.
Carol Michael P.O. Box 116 Fields Landing California
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